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▪ Previous research shows academic support and social relationships

are related to productivity, satisfaction and attrition among Black

PhD students.

▪ Students of color face differential socialization experiences when

compared to other ethnic groups in the United States. Black

students in PhD programs, perceive higher rates of discrimination

than any other racial/ethnic group

INTRODUCTION

Multilayer Social Network

The networks include three types of relationships among the black PhD students. Each layer represents one relation:

Academic Negative, Academic Positive and Social Positive relations. Directed ties represent nominations, reed ones

represents powerful relations with faculty/advisor. The green edges represent non-powerful relations. The inter-layer

ties represent the connection between two nodes referring to the same student. The node color represents the egos

and alters: the gold nodes represent Black PhD students and the blue ones the others. Node size represents the

weighted in-degree.
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▪ Recruitment process targeted the 
all Black PhD students attending 
a urban southeastern institution 
in the United States.

▪ Face to face surveys with 
qualitative and quantitative data

▪ Social Networks Data was 
collected using fixed name 
generator method

▪ Academic achievement emotions

▪ Academic adjustment

▪ Perceived group inclusion

▪ Multi-Layer Social Network 
Analysis 

▪ Qualitative content Analysis for 
open ended questions

▪ Diversity in research & policy oriented institutions influences the populations

they serve. To intervene the social system it is necessary to design

interventions that take into account the ‘facilitator’ roles that promote

diversity in the university setting: positive central relationships were not

peers or positions of power, but coordinators of diversity programs.

▪ Advisors’ social and academic support influences attrition and performance.

▪ Academic adjustment is associated with: achievement emotions, academic

layer centrality metrics and types of relationships.

▪ The intersection between power and ethnicity seems to be relevant in

shaping Black PhD students experiences, particularly when it comes to

attrition and academic emotions
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▪ Likelihood of discussing 
important academic matters

▪ Weighted by trust

▪ Difficult episodes that affect their 
academic performance

▪ Weighted by frequency & advisor 
attribute

▪ Meeting outside campus for 
something different from 
academic matters 

▪ Weighted by: likelihood to 
discuss personal matters
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Based on Rogers & Molina, 2006
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This correlation matrix explores relationships between

network structure and node attributes with perceived

inclusion, academic adjustment, permanence and

achievement among black PhD students and how

these factors relate to their social and academic ties.
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